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a b s t r a c t

Solar sensor nodes equipped with micro-solar subsystems [1] provide a novel approach to harvest ambi-
ent energy, which partially alleviated the energy-limitation in traditional wireless sensor networks. How-
ever, it also poses new challenges that the amounts of energy harvested by nodes are dynamic and
unbalanced among them thus network life cannot be necessarily prolonged if no well-designed
energy-scheduling is adopted. Herein, we present an algorithm to construct Energy-efficient Data Aggre-
gation Tree (EDAT) based on a Maximum-Weighted Connected Dominating Set (MaCDS). The EDAT aims
to prolong network life by minimizing differences in energy consumption among sensor nodes. Here we
assume that the amount of harvested energy H randomly and uniformly distributes in the interval
½Hmin;Hmax�, where Hmax and Hmin are respectively the maximum and the minimum ofH. The total energy

consumption difference of an EDAT is at most 5eHjSj2
n�1 , where eH ¼ j½Hmin;Hmax�j, and S is the dominating set

and n the total number of nodes. Furthermore, we designed a link-scheduling algorithm to minimize the
number of time slots necessary for scheduling all links in the whole network based on EDAT. The number
of time slots is bounded in the interval [4d � 1,2lk.2], where lk is determined by hops

k;. ¼ max D; Hmax
Hmin

j kn o
, and d and D are respectively the minimal and maximal degree of the network.

We found the most efficient work period is not determined by the node with the minimum harvested
energy but by the one with the minimum H

d , where d is the node’s degree in the EDAT. We determine
the necessary condition required for every node to have sufficient energy to support consecutive
operation.

� 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

When the environment energy harvesting technologies, such as
solar and vibration [2], are employed, it brings new chances to pro-
long the network life. One of these technologies can transform the
solar [3] energy into electrical power. With these technologies, var-
ious types of platforms are designed to collect environment energy,
such as Heliomote, Trio, AmbiMax, PUMA and Prometheus [1,4].
Based on these platforms, solar sensor nodes harvest solar or wind
energy and store harvested energy in rechargeable batteries or
ultra-capacitor. However, one node can harvest different amount
of energy from others. Therefore, the renewable energy resource
brings new challenge on energy management and scheduling. It is
different from traditional energy-related issues, which have limited
energy and can partially alleviate the conflict between network
lifetime and performance [4]. Permanent network lifetime cannot
be obtained. Furthermore, the energy management and scheduling
ll rights reserved.
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problem should be reconsidered when sensor nodes try to prolong
the network lifetime by harvesting energy. Because it must happen
that the harvested and unused energy accumulate in the recharge-
able batteries of some nodes while other nodes use up their energy
when no energy management and scheduling scheme is adopted.

The energy limitation is a key constraint in traditional energy
scheduling, which did not consider energy harvest [5]. Although
energy can be harvested and will be abundant in part of nodes, en-
ergy harvesting can not be precisely predicted in advance [6]
because of variable weather. So energy management and scheduling
under the dynamic harvested energy is a new challenge.

This paper aims to design energy management and scheduling
according to our definition of energy efficiency thus a network can
be supported to work consecutively in periods when each node
can harvest energy from surroundings. Firstly we construct an
EDAT to balance energy consumption within a network. Based on
this EDAT, we design a time-assignment and transmission schedule
algorithm to achieve fairness of channel access [7]. Then we analyze
the necessary condition to satisfy the requirement that the network
can consecutively work in periods while guaranteeing energy
efficiency. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2011.06.011
mailto:jhzhang.zju@gmail.com
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2011.06.011
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/01403664
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� We constructed a Maximum-Weighted Connected Dominating
Set (MaCDS) based on uncertain weight by an existing
Minimum-Weighted Connected Dominating Set (MiWCDS)
algorithm [8] and its total weight is not less than 1

18gð5þ�Þ of the
optimum, where g ¼ Hmax

Hmin
and � > 0 is a constant. Thus, the prob-

lem whereby the amount of harvested energy cannot be easily
predicted can be overcame.
� Based on the MaCDS, we constructed an EDAT by using a local-

ized algorithm to obtain an energy efficient tree. The total dif-
ference of energy consumption within the network is not
more than 5eHjSj2

n�1 in this EDAT.
� We designed a link-scheduling to achieve the fairness in the

assignment of the necessary time slots bL for scheduling all links.
Here, the time is bounded in the interval [4d � 1,2lk.2]. Thus,
we determined that the necessary condition to support consec-
utive network operation is Hmin P Dð4d� 1Þ.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the net-
work, energy harvesting, consumption and interference models.
The data aggregation scheme is briefly described in Section 3, and
the algorithms to construct a MaCDS and an EDAT are also presented.
The design of the link-scheduling algorithm and the determination
of the consecutive network operating condition are described in Sec-
tion 4. Related works in this field are discussed in Section 5. Section 6
draws several conclusions and discusses the future work.

2. System model and assumptions

2.1. Energy-efficient scheduling

Previous attempts at designing energy-efficient networks saved
energy by constructing an energy-efficient topology [9] and reduc-
ing the number of active time slots needed for data transmission or
reception [5] to maximize the utilization of limited energy
resources.

When nodes harvests different amounts of energy from their
surroundings, if energy consumption is not well scheduled, some
nodes may use up their energy prematurely in some periods while
others retain surplus energy. In our design, we schedule the energy
consumption of each node by balancing the energy efficiency of all
the nodes in a network, which means that those with more har-
vested energy are scheduled to handle greater data loads in each
period. We herein define energy efficiency as the reciprocal of the
maximum difference in the remaining energy for a pair of nodes
after they have consumed their harvested energy in a given period
T. For example, a node u retains energy Eu

remain and another node v
retains energy Ev

remain at the end of a given period. The difference,
Ediff, of the remaining energy between them is Euv

diff ¼ Eu
remain�

��
Ev

remainj. Thus, the energy efficiency between u and v is 1
Euv

diff
. We de-

fine the network capacity, i.e., the data received by the sink in each
period, as DT, and the efficient working period for each node u that
is supported by the energy harvested in each period T is defined as
Te(u). The efficient working period of the whole network is defined
as Te(G) = minu2VTe(u). Our goal is to improve the network capacity,
i.e., maximize maxDT, so that the harvested energy of each node
can support the whole network from the current period to the next,
i.e., Te(G) P T.

2.2. Network model

We assume that there are n solar sensor nodes comprising a set
V that are randomly and uniformly deployed in a c � c area. Each
node is equipped with a micro-solar subsystem, rechargeable bat-
teries and a single radio interface. There is only one sink node in
the network. Every node u has a transmission range Ru. Node u
can transmit packets to another node v successfully and directly
if the Euclidean distance ku � vk between u and v satisfies the nec-
essary condition ku� vk 6 Ru. Therefore, the edge set E is com-
posed of the possible communication links between possible
node pairs. The whole network is described as a graph G composed
of V and E. If there exists a link e between u and v, the link is de-
noted as Luv.

2.3. Energy harvesting and consumption models

There are several existing energy harvesting technologies capa-
ble of transforming ambient energy into electric energy and storing
it [4]. This work studies energy harvesting by micro-solar subsys-
tems in sensor nodes. Although it is difficult to model the solar
charging pattern, we can calculate the total amount of the energy
harvested by a solar sensor node u in a period T that is divided into
m equal time slots si, i = 1, . . . ,m. Here we define Hu as the amount
of the energy harvested by u in period T. We further assumes that
the harvested energy Hu is uniformly and randomly distributed in
the interval ½Hmin;Hmax�. The probability density is given by Eq. (1):

FðHÞ ¼
1eH ; H 2 ½Hmin;Hmax�;

0; H R ½Hmin;Hmax�:

(
ð1Þ

When we consider the energy consumption, there are three ma-
jor components in each period T, i.e., sensing, communicating and
computing, which are respectively denoted as Es, Ec and Ep.

2.4. Interference model

In this paper, we use the RTS/CTS Model [10,7]. We say a link Luv
interferes with Lxy in the RTS/CTS model if the nodes x or y are
jammed by u or v. Based on the RTS/CTS model, we also construct
a conflict graph [7,11], denoted as CG. Each link in the communica-
tion graph G is a vertex in CG. There is an edge connecting two ver-
tices in CG if and only if the two corresponding links interfere with
each other.

3. Data aggregation

We use a data aggregation scheme to collect the data from all the
nodes to save energy. A widely researched method for constructing
a Data Aggregation Tree (DAT), denoted as T , is to construct a Con-
nected Dominating Set (CDS) [12,13]. Wan et al. found a Maximal
Independent Set (MIS) before constructing a CDS [9]. Du et al. pre-
sented two efficient approximation algorithms for obtaining a min-
imum CDS while considering that the transmission ranges of all
nodes are not necessarily equal [13]. Because the nodes in WSNs
have limited energy, it is not sufficient to construct a CDS. Several
prior works have constructed Weighted CDSs (WCDSs) by assuming
that each node is initially assigned a weight [8,14].

In a solar sensor network, we aim to maximize network capac-
ity while increasing energy efficiency. Those nodes harvesting
more energy can afford to handle more traffic than those with less
energy. Therefore, we use the harvested energy to determine the
weight of each node and construct a Maximum-Weighted Con-
nected Dominating Set (MaWCDS), which is equivalent to the
Minimum-Weighted CDS (MiWCDS) problem. Constructing a
MaWCDS is the first step in constructing an energy efficient data
aggregation tree; the second step is to select dominatees.

3.1. Data aggregation scheme

Before describing the construction of the MaWCDS, we firstly
present our data aggregation scheme. In this scheme, each node
samples data in every time slot si, and each child node then
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transmits its data to its corresponding parent node in T . Each par-
ent collects its own data and that of its child nodes, and then aggre-
gates the data into another one in sj, i – j. The parent node
transmits the aggregated data to its own parent, and this is re-
peated until the data is fully aggregated and transmitted to the
sink. The whole process is illustrated in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. Data aggregation scheme

Input: T G. Output: Data aggregation Scheme.
1: Each dominatee u senses and packs its data into a packet in

each period T.
2: for each u that is a leaf node do
3: u sends its packet to its parent directly.
4: end for
5: while a parent node v receives packets do
6: v receives the packets from all its children, and packs

them and its own data into one packet;
7: v transmits its packet to its parent w.
8: end while
3.2. Constructing the MaWDS

First, we select the dominators for the construct of the MaWDS
S. Here we use Algorithm 2 to determine the dominators based on
the original network G. We define the set containing all of the dom-
inatees as DG and the k-hop neighborhood of node u as Nk

u, where k
is a positive integer. Zou et al. presented a (5 + �)-approximation
algorithm to construct an MiWCDS [8]. We adopt their algorithm
as a step in our algorithm to construct an MaWDS, denoted as S.

Algorithm 2. Constructing the MaWDS (centralized)

Input: G. Output: MaWDS SðGÞ
1: Sort all nodes in G into a decreasing order O according to

their weights.
2: Mark all nodes as WHITE.
3: while O – ; do
4: Mark the first WHITE node u in O as YELLOW;

5: u colors its one-hop neighbors wi ði ¼ 1; . . . ; N1
u

��� ���Þ as

GRAY;

6: Delete u and its neighbors wi ði ¼ 1; . . . ; N1
u

��� ���Þ from O;

7: end while
8: Sort all YELLOW nodes into a decreasing order O according

to their weights.
9: while O – ; do
10: The first node u in O collects the weights and IDs of all of

its two-hop neighbors N2(u);
11: u calculates the weight sum SWu of the YELLOW nodes

in N2(u);
12: Using the method in [8] to construct a maximum-

weighted set cover, denoted as WSu. u selects a subset from

N2
u to cover all the nodes in N1

u including u.
13: if the weight of WSu is higher than SWu then
14: The nodes in WSu are all marked as BLACK. The

YELLOW nodes are marked as GRAY.
15: end if
16: end while

In Algorithm 2, the total weight of the MaWDS is bounded by
the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Algorithm 2 constructs a dominating set with a total
weight of not less than 1

18gð5þ�Þ times of the optimum if the network is
modeled by Unit Disk Graph (UDG), where g ¼ Hmax

Hmin
and e > 0 is a

constant.
Proof. We firstly calculate the total weight of all YELLOW nodes
comprising an MIS before step 8 in Algorithm 2, and denote the
MIS as M. Suppose u is an arbitrary YELLOW node, i.e., u 2M,
and the optimal dominator set is SOPT . For each YELLOW node,
there are at most 5 optimal dominators in its one-hop neighbor-
hood. We denote the five optimal dominators u0i 2 S, where
i = 1, . . . ,5.

W.l.o.g, the node with the minimal weight in the one-hop
neighborhood of u is denoted as x, and we define gu ¼ Hu

Hx
, where

Hu0i
6 guHu. We then obtain Eq. (2) by summing the weights of all

the nodes in SOPT .X
u2S

guHu P
X
u2S

X
16i65

Hu0
i
P

X
u0

i
2SOPT

Hu0
i
¼ HOPT : ð2Þ

Furthermore,
P

u2SguHu 6
P

u2SgHu ¼ gHM, where g ¼ Hmax
Hmin

.
Therefore,

HM P
1
g
HOPT : ð3Þ

In step 12, an existing algorithm [8] is used to construct a local
dominating set SalgðuÞ in u’s neighborhood. We denote by HuðalgÞ
the weight of SalgðuÞ constructed by Algorithm 2, and denote the
local optimal weight as HuðlocalÞ. Thus, HuðalgÞ is at least

1
5þ�HuðlocalÞ, where e > 0 is a small constant. We denote by
SOPTðuÞ the subset of SOPT that lies within the 2-hop neighborhood
of u, i.e., SOPTðuÞ ¼ SOPT [ N2ðuÞ, and denote byHSOPT ðuÞ the weight of
SOPTðuÞ. We then have HSOPT ðuÞ P HuðlocalÞ because jSOPTðuÞj is lar-
ger than the size of local optimal dominating set; in other words,
some nodes in SOPTðuÞ have higher weights than those in SalgðuÞ.
Because there are at most 18 dominators in a node’s 2-hop neigh-
borhood and Hx P gHy if a node x in SOPTðuÞ has higher weight
than a node y in the local optimal dominator set,
HSOPT ðuÞ 6 18gHuðlocalÞ. Thus HuðalgÞP 1

18gð5þ�Þ HSOPT ðuÞ. The total
weight of the whole network then satisfies the following equation:X
u2M
HuðalgÞP 1

18gð5þ �Þ
X

u2SOPT

HSOPT ðuÞ

) HM P
1

18gð5þ �ÞHOPT :

Based on Eqs. (3) and (4), we obtain
HM P min 1

d ;
1

18dð5þ�Þ

n o
HOPT ¼ 1

18gð5þ�ÞHOPT . h

3.3. Choosing connectors

Based on SðGÞ, we can construct an MaWCDS. The whole pro-
cess for constructing the MaWCDS is shown in Algorithm 3. To con-
nect the dominators in SðGÞ, several connectors are needed, which
can be found among the dominatees. The dominators and connec-
tors form a CDS. Several previous methods have been proposed to
find these connectors [15,13,8,9,16]. An algorithm has been pro-
posed to connect the dominating set using a Steiner tree algorithm
after the dominating set is firstly constructed [17]. This algorithm
yields a performance factor of H(D) + 2, where D is the maximal
degree in the network and H is a harmonic function. The Steiner
tree algorithm was used to connect an MIS after its construction.
Another group designed a constant approximation algorithm to
the Strongly Connected Dominating Set (SCDS) problem using
Breadth First Search (BFS_SCDS) and its improvements, termed
SCDS using a Minimum number of Steiner Nodes (MSN_SCDS) [18].
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When constructing a CDS, instead of finding the shortest path
between each pair of dominators u and v, our method finds the
most energy-efficient path between them. For any pair of neigh-
boring dominators u and v, between which there is at least one
path within three hops in the original graph, suppose there are K
paths between them. For each path P(u,v)i, i = 1, . . . ,K, we select
out a node w with the minimal weight in P(u,v)i, and let
WðPðu;vÞiÞ ¼minw2Pðu;vÞHw. Then w’s weight,Hw, is used to denote
the weight W(P(u,v)i) of P(u,v)i. When there are K paths between
any pair of neighboring dominators, we choose the path with the
maximal path weight maxi=1,. . .,KW(P(u,v)i) for the two dominators.
The process of the connector selection is implemented in Algo-
rithm 3.

The algorithm uses the following message and process to con-
struct a virtual graph.

Path(u,hops,W, list) is a message broadcast by a dominator u.
The message contains four parameters u, hops, W and list. u is the
ID of the dominator u, which creates the message and is called
the transmitter. hops and W respectively denote the number of
hops and the path weight between u and a receiver. list records
the relay nodes in the path.

The construction of a virtual graph (VirtG). When the dominating
set S is obtained by Algorithm 2, we can construct a connected
graph, called VirtG [15]. Here we provide a new way to denote
the weight of a path among the dominators when we construct Vir-
tG. We call two dominators neighboring dominators if there is a path
between them containing no dominators.

Algorithm 3. The Construction of the CDS

Inputs: G and SðGÞ. Output: A CDS FG and a connector set
NF .

1: Each dominator u broadcasts a message
Pathðu;hops ¼ 0;W ¼ Hu; list ¼ NULLÞ to its one-hop
neighbors.

2: When a dominatee node w receives a message Path, it
checks four parameters contained in the message.

3: if hops 6 2 then
4: w sets hops + = 1 and updates W ¼ Hv if W > Hw, and

adds itself into list.
5: w broadcasts the message to its one-hop neighbors.
6: else
7: w discards the message.
8: end if
9: When a dominator v receives a message Path,v checks three

parameters contained in the message.
10: v checks whether it receives messages from the same

transmitter.
11: if The message comes from the same transmitter then
12: v stores the message with the highest path weight and

discards other messages from the same transmitter u.
13: else
14: v stores the message.
15: end if
16: Link each pair of neighboring dominators u and v by a

virtual edge fuv . The weight of the edge fuv is set as

2Hmax �WðPðu;vÞiÞ. All the dominators and virtual edges
compose a virtual graph VirtG.

17: Construct a MST on VirtG. Denote the MST by VMST.
18: Keep all dominators and the connectors on the paths,

which are corresponding to the edges in VMST. The CDS FG is
obtained.

19: The left connectors form a connector set denoted as NF .
In Algorithm 3, we select the connectors with the highest pos-
sible weight. These connectors become the parents in the EDAT
in Algorithm 1. In Subsection 3.5, we show that parents consume
more energy than children nodes so we must consider the path
weight.

Lemma 2. For any pair of neighboring dominators u and v, the weight
of each path P(u,v)i constructed in Algorithm 3 is maximized.

The following lemma insures the subgraph FG obtained by Al-
gorithm 2 is a CDS.

Lemma 3. By Algorithm 3, the subgraph FG is a CDS and NF is a
connector set corresponding to FG.
Proof. We need only prove that there is at least one path
between an arbitrary pair of neighboring dominators u and v
in FG if there are paths between them in the original graph G
and there is at least one path containing at most two nodes in
these paths. When there are paths containing no more than
two nodes between u and v in G, there is at least one path left
after running Algorithm 3 because the algorithm chooses the
maximum-weighted path.

When there are paths containing more than two nodes between
u and v in G, the following applies. Suppose one of the paths
contains three nodes, w1,w2 and w3, and is denoted as
u M w1 M w2 M w3 M v. If w2 is not the neighbor of both u and v,
then w2 is a dominator or a neighbor of another dominator x
according to Algorithm 2. In the first case, the other two paths,
u M w1 M w2 and w2 M w3 M v, would be constructed by Algo-
rithm 3. In the second case, other two paths, u M w1 M w2 M x and
x M w2 M w3 M v, would be constructed. We can obtain a similar
proof when the path between u and v contains more than three
nodes. h

In WSNs, the computational capability of sensor nodes is rela-
tively limited, and we are therefore concerning the time complex-
ity of the algorithm. Wireless communication consumes a great
deal of energy, and increased message communication causes
longer delays due to bandwidth limitation. We therefore analyze
the message of Algorithm 3.
Lemma 4. The time complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(n2) in the worst
case.
Proof. Algorithm 3 costs at most OðjSjÞ at steps 2 and 10. Each
dominator has at most ‘k dominators in its two-hop neighborhood,
where ‘k 6 (2k + 1)2 � 1 and k is the hop number [19]. It takes at
most Oð‘kjSjÞ time by step 16 because there are jSj dominators in
total, and we note that jSj 6 n. Therefore, the first 16 steps take
at most O(n) time except steps 2 and 10. Because the number of
edges in VirtG is at most O(n), it takes at most O(nlgn) time to con-
struct an MST. Here we denote the number of edges in VirtG as
jE(VirtG)j. There are at most two connectors between any pair of
neighboring dominators. It is easy to confirm that there are at most
2jE(VirtG)j connectors. Before step 18, the connector set is deter-
mined, and jE(VirtG)j 6 n2. Therefore, step 18 takes at most a time
of O(n2) in the worst case. h
Theorem 5. If the geometric information is previously known for all
nodes and the network is modeled by UDG, then Algorithm 3 uses
at most O(n2) messages under worst case.
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Proof. There are only dominators sending out Path messages.
Thus, the total number of messages is OðjSjÞ. In Algorithm 3, a
dominatee can only receive messages from the nodes in its 2-hop
neighborhood. This ensures that each node receives the messages
in its 2-hop neighborhood by using at most O(n) messages if the
geometric information of each node is previously known and the
network is modeled by UDG [15]. Additionally, a dominator can
only receive messages from the nodes in its 3-hop neighborhood.
Therefore, a dominatee, which is 3-hop away from the transmitter,
would discard the messages. In other words, only dominators that
locate within 3-hop away from the transmitter can receive these
messages. Notice that the number of dominator in the 3-hop
neighborhood is at most ‘3 and each dominator has at most D
neighbors. Therefore, the message complexity of Algorithm 3 is
at most O(n2) in the worst case because D 6 n and ‘3 is a
constant. h
3.4. Dominatee selection

Algorithm 4. The Selection of dominatees

Input: G and SðGÞ. Output: a connected graph T ðGÞ.
1: for Each dominator u in SðGÞ do

2: Comment: u roots at itself to construct a tree T3
u based on

N3
u=NF=S;

3: Initially T3
u ¼ fug;

4: Each node sets its harvested energy H by H�mEs, i.e.,
H� ¼ mEs.

5: u arranges its one-hop neighbors w ðw 2 N1
vÞ into an

nondecreasing order L1
v according to their weight.

6: Each node v in T3
u sets a temporary variable Ev and let

Ev ¼ Hv .

7: while Ev > 0 and L1
u

��� ��� > 0 do

8: For the first node w in L1
u; Ev� ¼ Hw;

9: if Ev < 0 then
10: Evþ ¼ Hw; Break;
11: end if

12: if w 2 N1
v then

13: v connects to w and moves w from L1
u to T3

u;

14: w disconnects the link with those nodes in T3
u.

15: else
16: Evþ ¼ Hw;
17: end if
18: end while

19: Delete v from T3
u.

20: if T3
u is not empty then

21: Go to step 6.
22: end if
23: end for

Different from previous works, we arrange the nodes in V=FG

into subtrees according to their weights in order to construct an
EDAT, instead of connecting these nodes with the dominators di-
rectly. Using Algorithm 4, we obtain a connected tree that is used
as the EDAT T ðGÞ. Suppose there exists an optimal weighted EDAT
T OPTðGÞ, in which the total weight difference between every parent
and its children is minimized.

In Algorithm 4, we denote the total weight difference between
every parent and its children by HT . Suppose the optimal total
weight difference of T OPTðGÞ is denoted as HOPT . We then obtain
the following theorem.
Theorem 6. HT �HOPT is no more than 5eHjSj2
n�1 for the networks

modeled by a UDG, where eH ¼ j½Hmin;Hmax�j.

� �

Proof. Each a parent u has at most N1

u
�� �� possible children. In Algo-

rithm 4, u arranges its one-hop neighbors zi ðzi 2 N1
u; i ¼ 1; . . . ; N1

u

��� ���Þ
into an nondecreasing order L1

u. Suppose u selects a subset SOPT(u)
from its one-hop neighborhood, i.e., SOPTðuÞ# N1

u, in eF OPTðGÞ, and
selects a subset S0(u) in Algorithm 4. Then we obtain thatP

v2SOPT ðuÞHv 6 Hu;
P

v2S0 ðuÞHv 6 Hu because Hu is the biggest
among the undisposed nodes in N1

u according to Algorithm 2. ThusP
v2S0 ðuÞHv 6

P
v2SOPT ðuÞHv . Because u selects its children from the

header of the order L1
u to its tail, there must be at least one node

in SOPT(u); otherwise, u is not a parent but a leaf node.
Because

P
v2SOPT ðuÞHv 6 Hu and

P
v2S0ðuÞHv P Hx, where x is a

node with the smallest weight in L1
u , we have

P
v2SOPT ðuÞHv�P

v2S0 ðuÞHv 6 Hu �Hx. Because the maximal degree is D, there are
at most D parents in u’s one-hop neighborhood. In the one-hop
neighborhood, the total weight difference between all parents and
their children satisfies D

P
v2SOPT ðuÞHv �

P
v2S0ðuÞHv

� �
6 DðHu �HxÞ.

In the whole network,
P

u2SD
P

v2SOPT ðuÞHv �
P

v2S0 ðuÞHv

� �
6P

u2SD Hu �Hxð Þ. If we arrange all nodes (in V) into an nondecreas-
ing list L1

G of their weight and denote the nodes in L1
G by yi, i = 1, . . . , jVj,

we then have Eq. (5):

X
u2S

DðHu �HxÞ ¼ D
X
u2S
Hu �

X
u2S
Hx

 !

6 D
XjSj
i¼1

Hyi
�

XjV j
j¼jV j�jSj

Hyj

 !

¼ D
XjSj
i¼1

ðHyi
�HyjV j�jSjþi

Þ: ð5Þ

Because the energy harvested by n nodes uniformly and randomly
distributes in the interval ½Hmin;Hmax�, as shown in Fig. 1. When
the interval ½Hmin;Hmax� is equally divided into n � 1 subintervals,
which are respectively denoted as 0, . . . ,n � 1 in Fig. 1.

The length of each subinterval is then DH ¼ Hmax�Hmin
n�1 . For any

pair of nodes, such as x and u, we denote the ‘‘distance’’ from x to u
by d(x,u). We firstly unify the weight of an arbitrary node u using
the equation H0u ¼

Hu�Hmin
Hmax�Hmin

, where H0u is the unified weighted of
the node u. Then H0u 2 ½0;1�. Therefore, the probability P(n,d0(x,u))
that there are no pairs of nodes, between which the unified
distance is less than the unified length D0H of each subinterval, i.e.,
d0ðx;uÞ 6 D0H, is [20]:

Pðn;d0ðx;uÞÞ ¼ ½1� ðn� 1Þd0�n:

When the network is very large, i.e., n ?1, we can obtain that

P(n,d0(x,u)) ? 0 because (n � 1)d0 6 1. Therefore,
PjSj

i¼1Hyi
6

jSjðHmax �
PjSj

i¼0
i

n�1 ðHmax �HminÞ. Similarly, we can also obtain the

inequality
PjSj

i¼1HyjV j�jSjþi
P jSjðHmin þ

PjSj
i¼0

i
n�1 ðHmax� HminÞ. Insert

the two inequalities into Eq. (5) and obtain the following equation:

X
u2S

DðHu �HxÞ 6D jSjðHmax �HminÞ � 2
XjSj
i¼0

i
n� 1

ðHmax �HminÞ
( )

¼ D eH jSj � 2
XjSj
i¼0

i
n� 1

 !
¼ D eHjSj 1� jSj þ 1

n� 1

� �

¼ D eHjSjn� jSj � 2
n� 1

6
5D eHjSj2

n� 1
: ð6Þ

In Eq. (6), the last inequality is because of Lemma 7.2 in [19]. There-

fore, we can obtain that
P

u2SD
P

v2SOPT ðuÞHv �
P

v2S0 ðuÞHv

� �
6

5DeHjSj2
n�1 ,

i.e.,
P

u2S
P

v2SOPT ðuÞHv �
P

v2S0 ðuÞHv

� �
6

5eHjSj2
n�1 . Since HeF � HOPT ¼



Fig. 1. Node weight distribution.
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P
u2S½ðHu �

P
v2S0 ðuÞHvÞ � ðHu �

P
v2SOPT ðuÞHvÞ� ¼

P
u2S

P
v2SOPT ðuÞHv

�
�
P

v2S0 ðuÞHvÞ, this finishes proof. h

We guarantee that the EDAT obtained in Algorithm 4 is a con-
nected tree.

Theorem 7. By Algorithm 4, the obtained subgraph eF ðGÞ is
connected if the given network G is connected.
Proof. If the given network G is connected, we can obtain a CDS
according to Lemma 3. Therefore, we need only prove that any
dominatee connects with at least one dominator.

Because any dominator u must have at least one another
dominator in N3

u in G, there must be at least one dominator in the
2-hop neighborhood of any dominatee. According to Algorithm 3,
all nodes are connected in Tmst(G). The possibility that a link in
Tmst(G) will be deleted is addressed in Algorithm 4. There are two
cases: (1) N3

u is originally connected in Tmst(G) before u runs from
Step 5; and (2) N3

u is originally disconnected in Tmst(G).

Case (1): In Algorithm 4, any dominator u constructs a tree T3
u;

and the only chance that a link may be deleted lies in
Step 14. After Step 14, N3

u is divided into two compo-
nents: T3

u and N3
u=T3

u. A node must find a parent in T3
u

when it joins in T3
u. The node then connects to its parent,

so T3
u is connected. Note that the links between the

nodes in T3
u and those in N3

u=T3
u are not disconnected.

Thus, T3
u remains connected with N3

u=T3
u. In the remain-

ing component, N3
u=T3

u, no single node and link are
deleted, so it also remains connected. Therefore, all
nodes inN3

u remains connected after running Algorithm
4 in this case.

Case (2): Suppose that N3
u contains k disconnected components

Dk, k = 1,2, . . .. W.l.o.g, u belongs to the component D1.
As in Case (1), D1 is still connected. Similarly, other Dk,
k = 2, . . . can connect with other dominators. Because
CDS is connected, Algorithm 4 would not also discon-
nect Tmst(G). This finishes the proof. h

Here, we also give the time complexity of Algorithm 4.

Lemma 8. The time complexity of Algorithm 4 is O(nlogn) in the
worst case.
Proof. In step 5 of Algorithm 4, each parent can use the Quicksort
Method to arrange its one-hop neighbors according to their
weights. The time consumed is at most H(D logD) in the worst
case because each node has at most D one-hop neighbors. There
is a WHILE loop from steps 7 to 18. Because Ł1

u 6 D, there are at
most 6D steps. If the condition in the step 20 is satisfied, the step
21 will be implemented. Because the number of dominators is con-
stant in 3-hop neighborhood of a node, the time consumed for step
21 is O(D logD). And D 6 n. Therefore the time complexity of Algo-
rithm 4 is O(n logn) in the worst case. h
3.5. Energy consumption

The energy consumption model is given in the Subsection 2.3.
Data sensing, transmitting and aggregating are implemented
according to Algorithm 1. In the following context, we consider
the effect of our scheme on energy consumption.
Lemma 9. The energy consumed for data sensing is a constant in
every work period Te(G) in the whole network.

It is obvious that the total energy consumed by the whole net-
work when sampling data from the surrounding is (n � 1)Es in each
period Te(G) because each node samples data once except the sink.
The communication energy Ec contains two components: receiving
Er and transmitting Et. For each parent, Ec = Er + Et in each period.
Note that the Er of a parent denotes the energy cost for a parent
to receive a data packet from one of its children in the EDAT. Each
leaf node also spends energy on receiving messages when it re-
ceives the control messages CTS and ACK under the RTS/CTS model.
Here, we count the energy consumed for receiving CTS and ACK in
its Et because CTS and ACK are induced by the DATA message. Thus,
Er = 0 for each leaf node. Therefore, the Er of a parent is dependent
on the number of communications with its children in each period.
Because the total number of children is n � 1 in the whole network,
we have Lemma 10.
Lemma 10. The total energy consumed for the data reception and
transmission is a constant in every period Te(G) in the whole network.

After a parent receives data from all of its children in each per-
iod, it aggregates them into one packet, which consumes energy Ep.
Thus, the total energy consumed for data aggregation is dependent
on the total number of the parents in the whole network.

Lemma 11. The energy consumed for data aggregation is at most

O jSjEc 3þmin D; eH
2Hmin

j kn o� �� �
in every period Te in the whole

network.
Proof. The construction of the dominator set S was described
above. The dominators and their connectors are all parents in the
data aggregation tree. Because there are at most two connectors
between each pair of dominators, there are at most 2jSj connec-
tors. Therefore, the CDS forms a tree that contains at most 3jSj
parents.

In the T G obtained by Algorithm 4, the number of levels of a

local tree, which roots at a dominator u, is at most N1
u

��� ���. For an

arbitrary node u with weight Hu, the node can have at most Hu
Hmin

j k
children with a probability of p

c2
1

� � Hu
Hmin

j k
, where c1 ¼ c

R
and is a

given constant. Thus, the expected number of children for an

arbitrary node is eH
2Hmin

j k
with a probability of at least p

c2
1

� �bdc
, and an

arbitrary node has at most min D; eH
2Hmin

j kn o
neighbors.

We construct a virtual local tree (as shown in Fig. 2(b)) based on
the original local tree (as shown in Fig. 2(a)), and cluster the nodes
into lines. For example, we arrange the nodes x, and y in Fig. 2(a)
into a ‘‘line’’ shown in Fig. 2(b). Note that a parent node is still a
parent after all the nodes are arranged, and similarly a leaf node is
still a leaf. There is then at least one leaf at the end of each ‘‘line’’,
such as z in Fig. 2. We can show that there are at least

min D� 1; eH
2Hmin

j kn o
jN1

uj

26666
37777;

‘‘lines’’, denoted as ln, so there are at least ln leaves. The number of
parents in a local tree is at most



(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Local tree level.
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min D� 1;
eH

2Hmin

$ %( )
� ln:

Since there are jSj local subtrees according to Algorithm 4, the
total energy consumed EcðT GÞ on data aggregation in the whole
network can be obtained from the following equation.

EcðT GÞ 6 3jSj þ jSj min D� 1;
eH

2Hmin

$ %( )
� ln

 ! !
Ec

6 jSj 3þmin D� 1;
eH

2Hmin

$ %( )
1� 1

d

� � !
Ec

6 O jSjEc 3þmin D� 1;
eH

2Hmin

$ %( ) ! !

< O nEc 3þmin D� 1;
eH

2Hmin

$ %( ) ! !
: ð7Þ

This finishes proof. h
4. Network life

We can use the link-scheduling algorithm to estimate the num-
ber of time slots needed to schedule all links in the network. Fast
distributed algorithms were proposed in a prior study, requiring
at most O(min(logn, logw)) time slots for the RTS/CTS interference
model [7]. Wan et al. designed a minimum-latency aggregation
scheduling [21]. Xu et al. designed a scheduling partition method
to implement a localized link scheduling so as to obtain the opti-
mal capacity with the localized method [22].

In this section, we describe our design for a new link-scheduling
technique using a CDS, firstly constructing a conflict graph C based
on the previously constructed EDAT T ðGÞ. The link-scheduling
algorithm is described in Algorithm 5. Based on the algorithm,
we determine the number of time slots needed to schedule all
the links in the whole network for each period Te. We then give
the necessary condition under which the network can work con-
secutively in periods.

Algorithm 5. Centralized Scheduling in the RTS/CTS Model

Input: The data aggregation tree T ðGÞ. Output: An
interference-free scheduling.

1: Construct a conflict graph C and let Gc ¼ C.
2: while Gc is not empty do
3: Among the WHITE nodes, find the Minimum-Weighted

DS S1, where the weight is the smallest total degree in Gc;
4: Construct a VirtG based on S1 according to the method in

Algorithm 3, and find the minimum weighted DS S2;
5: Deletes all nodes in S2 and links connected with the

nodes in S2 from Gc;
6: Let Lk denote the jS2j nodes in S2;

7: Process links Lk from k ¼ 1;2; . . . ; bL and assign to jLkj
nodes in Lk the earliest time slot not yet assigned to any of
its neighbors;

8: end while
Fig. 3. A conflict graph.
4.1. Link scheduling

If a transmission is active from node u to another node v on a
link edge Luv, we call u (or v) as the head (or end) of the link Luv.
We define the link set interfered by an active link Luv by Iu,v.

Theorem 12. In the RTS/CTS model, the scheduling designed in
Algorithm 5 is free of interference.
Proof. In the RTS/CTS model, the interference on an arbitrary link
Lxy is N1

x [ N1
y in the original graph G. When a link Lxy is active, there

are at most three hops between the nodes (u and v) and the head or
end of the link Lxy. Thus, any two nodes will not interfere with each
other if they are more than 4 hops apart.

According to the definition of a DS, any pair of dominators are at
least two hops apart so the dominator nodes in S1 are at least 2
hops apart. Note that S1 is obtained from the conflict graph C. Thus,
any pair of dominators are at least 4 hops apart in S2. h

Note bL denotes the total number of the WHILE cycle in Algo-
rithm 5.

Theorem 13. In the RTS/CTS model, the maximum number of time
slots in the link scheduling is 2lk.2, and the minimum number of time
slots is 4d � 1 in Algorithm 5, i.e., 4d� 1 6 bL 6 2lk.2, where
. ¼max D; Hmax

Hmin

j kn o
.

Proof. First, we derive the minimum delay.
In the data aggregation tree T ðGÞ, we denote the degree of an

arbitrary node x as dx. Suppose r is one of its neighbor as shown in
Fig. 3. The edge Lxr is then a node in the conflict graph C. Under RTS/
CTS, there are dx + dr � 1 nodes in Lxr’s interference region. Because
the dx + dr � 1 nodes form a subtree of T ðGÞ, there are dx + dr � 2
edges in the sub-tree. Note that the dx + dr � 2 edges corresponds
to the dx + dr � 2 points in C. When the point Lxr is active in a given
time slot, there are another dx + dr � 2 points that cannot be active
in the same time slot with Lxr.

In Algorithm 5, S2 is a DS of the virtual graph based on DS1, and
the points in the corresponding DS2 with the same Lk are assigned
the same time slot. There is at least one connector between each
pair of dominator nodes. Therefore, there are at least three points
between each pair of active points in S2. For example, the points
Lxr, Lys and Lzt can form a DS in S1. The points Lxr and Ltz can then
form a DS in S2. In each time slot, the point Lys cannot be active
when Lxr or Lzt are active because Lys is a neighbor of Lxr or Lzt in S1.
A dominator in S1 has at least one neighbor and the nodes r, x, s, y, t
and z are connected. Furthermore, the points Lxr and Lxs cannot be
active when Lsy is active. Therefore, there are another
dx + dr + ds + dy � 2 nodes that cannot be active when Lsy is active.

Because the degree of a parent is at least d, the minimal degree
of the whole network, i.e., dv P d; C � 2 P 4d� 2. Therefore, there
are at least 4d � 2 nodes that cannot be active when an arbitrary
point Lsy is active. In other words, the 4d � 2 nodes cannot locate
within the same S2 with Lsy at the same time Lk. Because each
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active point renders another 4d � 2 nodes inactive in each time
slot, there are at least 4d � 2 + 1 = 4d � 1 time slots required to
finish activating all the points, i.e., bL P 4d� 1.

Second, we derive the maximum delay.
There are at most two connectors between each pair of

dominators. Suppose the points Lpv, Lrw, Lxy and Luz are dominators
in the conflict graph CG in Algorithm 5. They are three hops away
from each other and form a DS S1. W.l.o.g, there are two
dominators Lpv and Luz that are at most three hops away.

For an arbitrary link Luv, the heads or ends of the links in the

interference set Iu,v are contained in N2
v [ N2

u. Because each node u

has at most max D; Hmax
Hmin

j kn o
node in its one-hop neighborhood

N1(u), i.e., jN1ðuÞj 6 max D; Hmax
Hmin

j kn o
, each dominator in S1 has at

most 2max2 D; Hmax
Hmin

j kn o
neighbors. If two links can be active

simultaneously, the distance between their heads or ends must
be at least R. Therefore, there are at most lk dominators (see
Lemma 7.3 in [19]) in a disk with a radius of k-units centered on

any dominator. Therefore, there are at most 2lkmax2 D; Hmax
Hmin

j kn o
links in a disk with a radius of k-units centered on a dominator in
S2. Because there is at least one active point in a dominator’s 9
hops range in each WHILE cycle in Algorithm 5, there are at most

2lk.2 cycles, where k = 9 and . ¼max D; Hmax
Hmin

j kn o
. h
4.2. Sufficient condition for consecutive operation

For an arbitrary node u, its harvested energy is Hu in each work
period Te(u) and the energy consumed by u is cT(u) = Es + Ec + bEp in
each time slot s, where b = 0,1. When a node is leaf node, b = 0.
Otherwise, b = 1. Therefore, u can operate in Hu

cT ðuÞ
time slots. Only

if Te(u) P T can node u work consecutively in periods.
We next compute the necessary number of time slots in which the

harvested energy can support the work of a node for the whole period
T. Therefor, we first analyze the length of the working period Te(G).

Theorem 14. The most efficient working period Te(G) of the network
is determined by the node satisfying the condition

minv2F ;u2V=F
Hv
dv
;Hu

e

n o
, where e ¼ EsþEtþEp

Er
.

Proof. The nodes in the whole network can be divided into two clas-
ses: leaf nodes and parents. The energy consumed by each leaf node u
for sensing and transmitting data is Eson. Therefore, the total energy
consumed by a leaf node is Eson = Es + Et in each s. The energy con-
sumed by each parent node v for sensing, receiving, data aggregating
and transmitting is Eparent. Therefore, the total energy consumed by
each parent node is Eparent = Es + dvEr + Et + Ep in each s, where dv is
the number of children in the data aggregation tree T G. It is easy to
demonstrate that the leaf node with the minimum harvested energy
is the first one among all the leaf nodes to use up all of its energy. Sup-
pose there are two parents v and w. If Hv

dv
6
Hw
dw

, then we have:

TeðvÞ
TeðwÞ

¼
Hv

Ev
parent

Hw
Ew

parent

¼
Hv

Esþdv ErþEtþEp

Hw
EsþdwErþEtþEp

¼
Hv

dv ErþeEr
Hw

dwErþeEr

¼
Hv

dvþe
Hw

dwþe
¼ Hv

Hw

dw þ e
dv þ e

6
Hv

Hw

dw

dv
6 1;

where e ¼ EsþEtþEp

Er
. Generally, Et > Er, so e > 1. Between a leaf node

and a parent node, if Hv
dv
6
Hu
e , we then have:

TeðvÞ
TeðuÞ

¼
Hv

Ev
parent

Hu
Eu

son

¼
Hv

Esþdv ErþEtþEp

Hu
EsþEt

6

Hv
Esþdv ErþEtþEp

Hu
EsþEtþEp

¼
Hv

dv ErþeEr
Hu
eEr

¼
Hv

dvþe
Hu
e

¼ Hv

Hu

e
dv þ e

6
Hv

Hu

e
dv
6 1:
We choose a parent node v such that it has the minimum value of Hv
dv

among all parent nodes and a leaf node u such that it has minimum
value Hu

e among all leaf nodes. The most efficient work period Te(G)

is thus minv2F ;u2V=F
Hv
dv
; Hu

e

n o
. Therefore, the leaf node can work for at

least Hmin
EsþEt

time slots and the parent node can work for at least
Hmin

Esþdv ErþEtþEp
. h

According to the above theorem, the node u with the highest va-
lue of Hu

du
or Hu

e will survive the longest. The most efficient work per-

iod is TeðGÞ ¼minv2F ;u2V=F
Hv
dv
; Hu

e

n o
. According to Theorem 13,

4d� 1 6 bL 6 2lk.2. Let K be a positive integer; then, it is necessary
to operate the network consecutively, period by period, by satisfy-

ing TeðGÞP T ¼ KbL and K = 1. It is easy to show that TeðGÞP Hmin
D

because e 6 D. Therefore, we can obtain the following lemma.

Lemma 15. The necessary condition for the network to operate
consecutively is Hmin P Dð4d� 1Þ.
5. Related work

Sufficient energy sources and high energy efficiency are two sig-
nificant factors in prolonging network life. Several technologies
such as solar sensor node [4], WCDS [8,14] and link scheduling
[10,7] [22] have been developed to achieve high network perfor-
mance with respect to these two factors.

5.1. Solar sensor node

Micro-solar systems in WSNs have become a active research to-
pic in recent years, and several solar systems have been developed
[1,23–26,3]. Popular systems include the Heliomote [23] solar sys-
tem, Trio [24], AmbiMax [25], PUMA [26] and Prometheus [3].

Taneja et al.. [1] designed a micro-solar power subsystem for
climate-monitoring nodes, called HydroWatch, to study the hydro-
logical cycles in forest watersheds. The authors created a model for
each of the constituent components, and then designed a solar-en-
ergy harvesting module based on the energy budget predicted by
an astronomical model for incident sunlight at the deployment
location, a deep forest.

A storage service, called Solar-Store, was developed for solar-
powered storage-centric sensor networks [27]. This service
maximizes the retrievable data in the face of node failures by
implementing reliable storage, where reliability is achieved by
redundancy. Based on the Solar-Store system, a later refinement
utilizes the energy surplus, harvested by solar sensors, to adap-
tively adjust the redundancy level of erasure codes used in com-
munication, so that the delivery reliability is improved while the
network life is still conserved [28]. Several related works have
developed systems for cases in which WSNs can harvest energy,
such as energy sustainable support of routing algorithms [29].

5.2. WCDS

Previous researchers have designed methods to minimize the
size of the backbone or dominating set (DS), whereas others have
tried to minimize the weight of the constructed backbone or DS.
The DS is used in many areas, and it has been proposed to reduce
of eliminate the communication overhead of broadcasting tasks by
applying the localized dominating sets [30]. Constructing a DS is
usually the first step for constructing a CDS.

In wireless sensor and ad hoc networks, CDS is the virtual back-
bone, playing an important role in routing, data aggregation and
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other functions [31]. The CDS problem was studied in UDG [32].
Many methods have aimed to establish a minimum connected
dominating set (MCDS) based on a given connected network
[32,13,16,33–35,30]. However, it is well known that finding an
MCDS in UDG is an NP-hard problem [32]. Therefore, to achieve
polynomial-time solutions, only methods using distributed
approximation algorithms are practical for wireless ad hoc net-
works [33]. Das et al. proposed a distributed approximation algo-
rithm for MCDS [34] that has an H(logn) approximation factor.
Stojmenovic et al. [30] and Wu and Li [35] designed distributive
algorithms using an H(n) approximation factor. Wan et al. further
designed an algorithm to construct a more size-small CDS with a
constant approximation factor of at most 8, O(n) time complexity
and O(nlogn) message complexity [33]. In practice, the transmis-
sion range of all nodes are not necessarily equal. Du et al. modeled
a network as a disk graph, and introduced the CDS problem in disk
graphs with bidirectional links (DGB) [13]. The authors presented
two constant approximation algorithms for the CDS problem in
DGB with a bounded transmission range ratio.

The construction problem of MWCDS is a generalization of the
MCDS which each node assigned a weight by a mapping f :
V ? R. For UDG, Clark et al. showed that the MDS problem is NP-
hard [32]. For weighted UDG (WUDG), Ambühl et al. presented
the first constant-approximation algorithm for MWDS in WUDG
[36]. Huang et al. improved their approximation ratio from 72 to
6 + � and presented a 10 + � approximation for MWCDS in WUDG
[37]. Dai et al. achieved a 5 + �-approximation algorithm for MWDS
and a 4-approximation ratio to connect the DS, and their algorithm
yields a 9 + � approximation algorithm for MWCDS in WUDG [14].
Zou et al. designed a 4 + �-approximation algorithm for an MWDS
based on a dynamic programming algorithm for a Min-Weight
Chromatic Disk Cover, and proposed a 1 + �-approximation algo-
rithm for the connecting part and thus obtained a 5 + �-approxima-
tion algorithm for an MWCDS [8].

Other works have focused on the minimum dominating set and
the minimum (weighted) edge dominating set problems [38–41].

5.3. Link scheduling

In wireless sensor and ad hoc networks, nodes communicate
with each other by wireless radio, and simultaneous transmissions
among neighboring nodes can cause interference and so reduces
network capacity. One scheme to achieve robust and collision free
communication is to utilize a random access MAC layer, another is
to carefully construct a transmission scheduling scheme [7], i.e.,
link scheduling.

Alicherry et al. mathematically formulated the joint channel
assignment and routing problem by considering the interference
constraints, the number of channels in the whole network and
the number of radios available at each mesh router [10]. They also
developed an algorithm to optimize the overall network through-
put subject to fairness constraints on the allocation scarce wireless
capacity among mobile clients. The algorithm obtains a constant
factor ratio for any optimal algorithm. Wang et al. developed link
scheduling for a multi-hop wireless network with a single channel
and g gateways [7]. This work, respectively, studied the conditions
sufficient for interference-free performance in the RTS/CTS model
and the protocol-interference model with fixed transmission
power. They proved that the number of time-slots needed by the
faster distributed algorithms are at most O(min (logn, log w)) in
the paper. Ma et al. proposed an interference-free TDMA sleep
scheduling solution, called contiguous link scheduling that assigns
sensors with consecutive time slots to reduce the frequency of
state transitions [42]. Both references [7,42] also designed central-
ized and distributed algorithms that use a number of time slots
that is at most a constant factor times the optimum.
The link scheduling problem can be reformulated as a coloring
problem, and the link scheduling scheme can be used to achieve
the upper bound of a wireless network’s capacity. Grandham
et al. formulated the link scheduling in sensor networks under a
TDMA MAC protocol as an edge coloring problem, and designed a
distributed edge coloring algorithm that requires at most D + 1 col-
ors [39]. Xu et al. proposed a scheduling partition methodology to
address the feasibility of maximum capacity scaling in large-scale
wireless networks, and then designed a simple localized link
scheduling algorithm [22].

Time scheduling can be easily reduced to the edge and vertex
coloring problem. Refer to the related work of time scheduling in
Section VIII of the reference [7].
6. Conclusions

We designed an EDAT based on a CDS to use the energy har-
vested by sensor nodes most efficiently by minimizing the weight
differences among each pair of nodes. We prove analytically that
the energy consumption difference of this EDAT is no more than
5eHjSj2

n�1 . We also designed a new link-scheduling scheme to calculate
the number of time slots bL necessary for scheduling all the links in
the EDAT. The number of time slots needed is bounded by the
interval [4d � 1,2lk.2]. Because the amount of the energy har-
vested changes with the weather, it is challenging but important
to carefully allocate the energy for each node to allow the whole
network to operate consecutively. Therefore, we determined that
the necessary condition to support consecutive network operation
is Hmin P Dð4d� 1Þ.

In future work, it remains an open issue how to design an adap-
tive algorithm to dynamically schedule the harvested energy to
best adapt to the unpredictable weather. We plan to adopt adap-
tive control theory to achieve the minimum difference in the har-
vested energy when the harvested energy Hu of each node u is
related to time, i.e., HuðTiÞ– HuðTjÞ, where i – j.
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